Usage of an average car
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We are a platform

- Central marketplace for car rentals
- Easy to navigate and setup
- As owner you can black out times you need the car yourself
- Cheaper and more flexible than ridesharing
Users of this web app

● Car Owner
  ○ Register the car to rent out, all detail about the car must be fully given

● Renter (Customer)
  ○ Register
  ○ Search for desired car
  ○ System will check for the match car
Objectives

● User friendly software

● For renters
  ○ Easy, efficient, and affordable as possible to rent cars online

● For car owner
  ○ Being to register one’s cars for rent online

● Reduce paperwork

● Consumes less time
Functionality

- Check for availability
- Create an account
  - Make reservation for a car
- Payment system
  - Selected cars to rent for a temporary period
  - Customers will provide payment information, duration of the trip, and pick up & return location.
- Offer Car
  - The host will edit and modify the database of the cars which enable customers to browse different kinds of cars online
Feature

- Easy navigation on all devices, desktop, mobile and tablet
- Simple navigation and usage of the site
- Dynamic databases with users and cars
- Filters which can be used to define search criteria
- Queuing System
- Interactive Map View
Demo